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Abstract 
 
     This thesis describes the optimization of plasma heating by waves in the ion cyclotron 
range of frequency (ICRF) in the minimum-B anchor configuration on GAMMA 10.  
     On the nuclear fusion reactors in the magnetic confinement systems, it needs to research 
about heating plasmas, controlling instabilities, plasma-wall interactions, and so on. GAMMA 
10, which is the world largest tandem mirror device, has high temperature ions produced by 
ICRF waves, and the open magnetic field configuration at the both ends. The divertor 
simulation experiments progresses with high temperature and open magnetic configuration. 
In this experiments, it is required to produce and control high temperature and high density 
plasmas. It is indicated in the experiments that the increase of particle flux at the end of 
GAMMA 10 is achieved by the high density plasmas. On GAMMA 10, the high- plasmas in 
the anchor cell are essential to keep high pressure plasmas stably, because the high- plasmas 
in the anchor cell are kept the magneto hydro dynamic stability. In order to produce high- 
plasmas more effectively, the enhancement of anchor heating is introduced. 
     In order to enhance ion-heating in the anchor cell, the enhancement antenna loading of 
the anchor ICRF antenna is introduced. The anchor ICRF antenna, which are designed to be 
along the shape of the plasma cross section for enhancement of antenna loading, have been 
newly installed in the anchor cell. It is observed that the antenna loading of the anchor 
antenna increases and the enhancement of the anchor heating is more efficient. 
     In order to achieve more efficient anchor heating, the phase-control experiments are 
introduced on GAMMA 10. The phase-control experiments are achieved by wave interference 
using two ICRF antennas installed in the central cell and the anchor cell. In the phase-control 
experiments, the enhancement of the ion heating in the anchor cell and the increase of the 
density in the anchor and central cells are clearly observed depending on the phase difference 
between two antennas. In order to analyze wave propagation and the absorbed RF power in 
the phase-control experiments, three dimensional full wave code (TASK/WF) is introduced. In 
TASK/WF, the absorbed powers on the resonance layer in the phase control experiments are 
calculated. It is clearly indicated that the absorbed power depends on the phase difference 
between two antennas. It is clearly obtained that the phase difference at the maximum 
ii 
 
absorbed power is the optimum condition in the experiments. 
     According to the results of the anchor heating experiments and the numerical simulation, 
the enhancement of the antenna loading and the optimization of the phase difference between 
two antennas will be essential for the increase of the plasma performance such as the density 
and the particle flux for experiments. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
     An energy resource issue is one of the most important problems in the world. As one possible solution 
to this problem, a electric power generated by using nuclear fusion is now under development [1]. The 
nuclear fusion is regarded as a next-generation energy, and the ultimate energy resource instead of fossil 
fuels and nuclear fission, because it has many advantages. The nuclear fusion can take fuel from seawater [2, 
3, 4], has no danger of spiraling out of control, and releases no greenhouse effect gas in generation [5, 6]. 
The fusion energy gain factor indicating the ratio of the output energy for the input energy denotes Q. In 
order to use nuclear fusion as energy resource, it is necessary to achieve the self-ignition condition      . 
The nuclear fusion research progresses with many experimental devices [1]. There are two methods of 
devices. The magnetic confinement is one of the method, the confinement fuel by laser power is the another 
method. In the magnetic confinement systems, there are some types of experimental device. The research in 
the magnetic confinement systems progresses with the construction of the generation demonstration reactor 
in Tokamak [7, 8]. ITER [9, 10, 11], which is the largest Tokamak reactor, is the one of the most important 
project in the fusion research. ITER is in progress under the collaboration of China, EU, India, Japan, Korea, 
Russia, and United State, and in under construction at San-par-de Durance in France in 2015. For the 
feasibility demonstration by nuclear fusion on ITER, it needs to research about heating plasmas, controlling 
instabilities, plasma–wall interactions, and so on. There are some methods for heating plasmas in the 
magnetic confinement devices. Waves in Ion-Cyclotron Range of Frequency (ICRF) are used for ion-heating 
in magnetic confinements. In the magnetic fields, the ions are confirmed in the cyclotron motion. Equation 
1.1 shows the cyclotron frequency. 
    
    
  
 (1.1) 
where    ,  ,  ,   ,   , and s denote the cyclotron frequency, atomic value, electron charge, the 
magnetic field strength, mass of particle and the kinds of particles, respectively. For example, the cyclotron 
frequency of hydrogen with 1T in magnetic field strength is 15.24MHz. The ion-heating with ICRF waves is 
achieved by inputting waves in same frequency of the cyclotron frequency at the resonance layer. 
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     GAMMA 10 is the largest tandem mirror device in the world [12, 13]. It has high temperature ions 
heated by ICRF wave. The magnetic field lines are open at the both ends. GAMMA 10 is categorized in the 
open ended systems. In the standard discharge, the ion temperature and electron density are achieved about 
~5keV, and ~10
18
m
-3
, respectively. On GAMMA 10, the diverter simulation experiments progress with high 
temperature and open magnetic configuration [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. In this experiments, it 
is required to produce and control high temperature and high density plasmas. On GAMMA 10, ICRF waves 
are used for producing plasmas, heating ions, and keeping Magneto Hydro Dynamic (MHD) stability. In 
order to achieve producing high density plasmas more effectively, the enhancement of anchor heating using 
ICRF antenna installed in the anchor cell is introduced. Figure 1.1 shows the line-integrated density 
dependence of the particle flux the end of GAMMA 10. It is clearly observed that the relationship exists 
between increase of the particle flux and the line-integrated density. It is also indicated that the increase of 
the particle flux is achieved by the enhancement of anchor heating. 
     In this thesis, the optimization of heating and controlling plasmas by enhancement of the anchor ICRF 
heating is discussed. In order to enhance ion-heating in the anchor cell, the phase-control experiments [24] is 
introduced. The phase-control experiments use wave interference of waves inputting by two ICRF antennas. 
In the phase-control experiments, it is clearly observed that the plasma parameters such as the line-integrated 
density in the central cell and the ion temperature in the anchor cell can be controlled and by  
phase-difference of antenna currents. In order to analyze wave propagation and the absorbed RF power in 
the anchor heating experiments, three dimensional full wave code, which is developed by A. Fukuyama at 
Kyoto University, is introduced. TASK/WF [25, 26] is the part of the integrated simulation code developing 
at the large scale experimental devices such as ITER and LHD [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. In the large scale 
experiments, plasma parameters, propagation of waves and performance of antennas are calculated by the 
 
Figure 1.1   The line-integrated density dependence of the particle flux the end of GAMMA 10. It is 
clearly observed that the relationship exists increase of the particle flux is indicated with the increase  
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numerical simulation. In this thesis, the propagation of ICRF waves in the anchor heating experiments is 
calculated by TASK/WF. Because TASK/WF is three dimensional code, the wave propagation can be 
calculated in the minimum-B mirror configuration. 
     The contents of this thesis are as follows. The experimental setup is shown in chapter 2. The magnetic 
field of GAMMA 10, the heating system including ICRF antennas, and the diagnostics are presented. The 
waves in plasmas for ion-heating are presented in chapter 3. Three dimensional full wave code in order to 
analyze wave propagation is presented in chapter 4. The anchor heating experiments are presented in chapter 
5. The phase-control experiments are discussed in chapter 6. The results of wave analysis by TASK/WF are 
also indicated. Chapter 7 summarizes the results of this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 
Experimental Setup 
 
2.1   Principle of confinement in the magnetic mirror 
 
     In the magnetic mirror configuration, we can consider the principle of confinement as following. The 
charged particles in the magnetic field follow the conservation of energy and the preservation of the 
magnetic moment. 
  
    
    
  
 
             (2.1) 
and  
  
   
 
     
       (2.2) 
show the conservation of energy and the preservation of the magnetic moment, respectively. In the Equation 
(2.1) and (2.2),  ,  ,   ,   ,  ,     ,  ,      denote energy, mass of particle, velocity of parallel 
direction, velocity of vertical direction, electric charge, potential, magnetic moment, and magnetic field 
strength, respectively. When    is zero, the particles are confined in the mirror configuration. From the 
Equation (2.1) and (2.2), we derive the condition of confinement of charge particles in magnetic mirror 
configuration. 
  
      
     
    
  (2.3) 
and  
  
    
 
   
 
   
  
   
 
(2.4) 
   
 
  
 
  
  
  
 
where    ,   ,   
 , and    denote velocity of vertical direction and magnetic field strength in the mirror 
configuration, velocity of vertical direction and the magnetic field strength at the turning point. From 
Equation (2.3) and (2.4), we obtain the following relationship. 
  
  
 
   
 
  
   
   
 
  
     
    （2.5） 
where    denotes the pitch angle in the velocity space in the mirror configuration. The charged particles of 
   are reflected at the location of  
 . We consider the minimum pitch angle to reflect in the mirror 
configuration. Replacing    by    in the Equation (2.5), we see the smallest    which can confine the 
particles.    and    denote the pitch angle and magnetic field strength at the mirror throat, at which is 
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the maxim magnetic field strength. 
       
  
  
 
 
 
 （2.6） 
where   denotes the mirror ratio. According to Equation (2.6), there are the boundary in the velocity space, 
which called a loss cone.  
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2.2   The GAMMA10 tandem mirror device 
 
2.2.1   Magnetic Mirror Configuration on GAMMA 10 
 
     Figure 2.1 shows the schematic drawing of (a) the simple mirror configuration and (b) a minimum-B 
mirror configuration produced by baseball coil. On GAMMA 10, the central cell and the plug/barrier cells 
are the simple magnetic mirror configurations and the anchor cell is a minimum-B mirror configuration. The 
magnetic lines in a minimum-B mirror configuration are convex towards the midpoint. The magnetic field 
strength increases towards outside from midpoint as shown in Fig. 2.1(b). On GAMMA 10, the mirror ratio 
as shown in Equation 2.6 of the central cell is 5, that of the anchor cell is 3. 
 
 
 
2.2.2  Configuration of GAMMA 10 
 
     GAMMA 10, the largest tandem mirror device in the world, consists five mirror configurations. Figure 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 2.1  Schematic drawing of (a) simple mirror configuration produced by the pair of two coils, and 
(b) minimum-B mirror configuration produced by baseball coil. 
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2.2 shows the schematic drawing of the GAMMA 10 tandem mirror device. This figure shows the vacuum 
vessel, coil configurations, five mirror configurations, the profile of the magnetic field strength on z axis, 
and the location of ICRF antennas. A central cell is a main confinement region. Two quadruple minimum-B 
anchor cells are connected to each sides of the central cell for keeping MHD stabilization. Two plug/barrier 
cells are connected to next to the anchor cells. On GAMMA 10, a magnetic field is produced by pancake 
coils, race-track coils and baseball coils. The central cell is the simple magnetic mirror produced by pancake 
coils, 0.4T in magnetic field strength at midplane, and 5.6m in length. The anchor cells are the minimum-B 
mirror configurations produced by baseball coils, 0.61T in magnetic field strength at the midpoint, and 1.6m 
in length. GAMMA 10 is 27m in length and 180m
-3
 of vacuum vessel. 
     The positive potential is produced by high temperature plasmas in the magnetic mirror. These 
potential are used for the enhancement of confinement plasmas in the main confinement region on tandem 
mirror device. On GAMMA 10, there are five magnetic mirror configurations as shown in Fig. 2.2. On 
GAMMA 10, there are some methods for producing the potential for the enhancement of confinement 
plasmas in the central cell on GAMMA 10. The injecting waves in electron cyclotron range of frequency in 
the plug/barrier cell is a one of the method [33]. The injecting neutral beam in the plug/barrier cell [34] and 
the producing pressure plasmas in the anchor cell are another methods. 
 
  
 
Figure 2.2   Schematic drawing of the GAMMA 10 tandem mirror device. This figure shows the 
vacuum vessel, coil configurations, the profile of the magnetic field strength, and the location of ICRF 
antennas. 
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2.2.3   Gas Fueling System and Plasma Gun 
 
     Figure 2.3 shows the schematic drawing of gas puffing system in the west side of the central cell. 
Table 2.1 shows the location and shape of gas injector of gas puffing systems. The hydrogen gas which is 
controlled by the electric-piezo valve is injected from the gas fueling systems located as shown in Fig. 2.3, 
and Table 2.1. In the standard discharge, two gas fueling systems ,which are called GP(#1b, #2b), and GP(#3, 
#4), are used. GP(#2b) and GP(#4) are installed at the west side of the central cell. 
 
 
 
     The starting of discharge on GAMMA 10 is carried out by plasmas injection by Magneto Plasma 
Dynamic Arcjet (MPDA) plasma gun at the both ends of GAMMA 10. Figure 2.4 shows Schematic drawing 
of MPDA plasma gun. The plasma produced in the MPDA is accelerated by the Lorentz force. 
 
Label of GP Location [m] Shape of gas puffing system 
GP1a -2.052 Gas box 
GP1b -2.500 Gas ring 
GP2a 2.052 Gas box 
GP2b 2.500 Gas ring 
GP3a -3.0 Gas ring 
GP4a 3.0 Gas ring 
GP5 -8.8 Nozzle 
GP6 8.8 Gas ring 
GP7 0.2 Nozzle 
Table 2.1  The location and shape of gas puffing systems on GAMMA 10 
 
Figure 2.3   Schematic drawing of gas puffing system in the east end of the central cell 
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2.2.4   Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating and Neutral Beam Injection systems 
 
     On GAMMA 10, other heating systems are installed. Table 2.2 shows (a) performances of Electron 
Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH) systems, and (b) performances of Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) 
systems on GAMMA 10. There are five ECRH systems [14] and seven NBI systems [34]. 
 
 
  
(a)  Frequency 
[GHz] 
Location of heating [m] 
(Magnetic field strength) 
Maxim Output Power 
c-ECH 28 2.43 (1T) 500kW 
p-ECH 28 ±9.62 (1T) 500kW×2 
b-ECH 28 ±8.90 (0.5T) 200kW×2 
 
(b) 
 
Energy 
[keV] 
Location of 
injection [m] 
Current [A] 
×Beam Line 
Incidence 
angle [deg] 
Divergence 
angle [deg] 
c-NBI 25 -1.23 30×1 90 1.0 
a-NBI 25 ±5.20 60×2 82 1.2 
s-NBI 25 ±8.70 60×2 41 1.2 
p-NBI 25 ±8.70 60×2 30 1.2 
 
Table 2.2  (a)Frequency and location of heating and maxim output power of ECRH system and the 
locations and maxim output power of NBI system on GAMMA 10 
 
Figure 2.4    Schematic drawing of MPDA plasma gun which are installed at the both ends. 
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2.3   Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequency (ICRF) Heating 
 
2.3.1  ICRF Systems 
 
     On GAMMA10, the three ICRF systems including five amplifiers, which are named RF1(PA1, PA2), 
RF2(PA3, PA4), and RF3, are used for producing plasmas, heating ions, and keeping MHD stability. The 
table 2.3 shows the frequency range and the maxim output power of each system. 
 
 
2.3.2  ICRF Antennas 
 
 
Figure 2.5   Schematic drawing of magnetic field lines of GAMMA 10. This figure also shows the 
location of the central cell, minimum-B anchor cells, and plug/barrier cells, and the configuration of 
ICRF antennas. There are eight sets of ICRF antennas. 
 Frequency Range Maximum Output Power 
RF1(PA1, PA2) 7.5~15 MHz 300kW × 0.5ms 
RF2(PA3, PA4) 4.4~9.6 MHz 300kW × 0.5ms 
RF3 4~10 MHz 200kW × 0.5ms 
Table 2.3  The frequency range and maximum output power of ICRF system on GAMMA 10 
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     The eight sets of ICRF antennas are installed. Figure 2.5 shows the schematic drawing of magnetic 
field lines of GAMMA 10. The location of the central cell, minimum-B anchor cells, and plug/barrier cells, 
and the configuration of ICRF antennas are also indicated. Here, the origin                 of GAMMA 
10 is defined at the midpoint of the central cell, and x-axis, y-axis and z-axis are defined as shown in Fig. 2.5. 
There are three kinds of antennas. Nagoya Type-III antennas [24] are installed at both ends of the central cell 
         . The antenna current of Type-III antenna flows in the parallel direction to the magnetic field 
lines. The three sets of Double Half Turn (DHT) antennas are installed in the central cell           and 
at the west plug/barrier cell         . The three Double Arc Type (DAT) antennas [35, 36] are installed 
in the anchor cell. Figure 2.6 shows the picture of (a) Type-III antenna and DHT antenna at the west side of 
the central cell, and (b) WAI-DAT and WAO-DAT antennas in the west anchor cell. One set of DAT antennas 
is in the east anchor cell           , called EAI-DAT, and two sets of DAT antennas are in the west 
anchor cell. In the west anchor cell, the DAT antenna located near the central           cell is called 
WAI-DAT, and another           is WAO-DAT as shown in Fig. 2.6. The antenna current of DHT and 
DAT antennas flows in the perpendicular direction of the magnetic field lines. 
12 
 
 
  
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 2.6   Photographs of (a) Type-III antenna and DHT antenna at the west side of the central cell, 
and (b) WAI-DAT and WAO-DAT antennas in the west anchor cell. 
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     Figure 2.7 shows ci value along the z-axis in GAMMA 10. The resonance layer of 6.36MHz waves 
exists in the central cell, and the resonance layers of 9.7MHz, 9.9MHz, and 10.3MHz exist in the both 
anchor cells as shown in Fig. 2.7. Here,  is defined as the applied frequency. In the standard operation, the 
injection of short pulse (1ms plasma) from MPDA plasma gun [37] at the end starts discharge, and ICRF 
powers are applied by Type-III antennas with RF1 which excites 9.9MHz or 10.3MHz waves for the 
fundamental ion cyclotron resonance heating at the midplane in the anchor cell [38, 39], and DHT antennas 
in the central cell with RF2 which excites 6.36MHz waves for ion-heating in the central cell, with the 
hydrogen gas puffing. In order to avoid the interference between the east and west Type-III antennas, the 
different frequencies (9.9MHz and 10.3MHz) are chosen in the east and west sides. Table 2.4 shows the 
location and applied frequency of ICRF antennas. 
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Antenna Location of antenna [m] Applied frequency [MHz] 
East Anchor Inner Double Arc Type 
(EAI-DAT) 
-4.925 9.7MHz 
9.9MHz 
Nagoya Type-III antenna (East) -2.315 9.9MHz 
Double Half Turn (East) -1.900 6.36MHz 
Double Half Turn (West) 1.900 6.36MHz 
Nagoya Type-III antenna (West) 2.315 10.3MHz 
West Anchor Inner Double Arc Type 
(WAI-DAT) 
4.925 9.7MHz 
10.3MHz 
West Anchor Outer Double Arc Type 
(WAO-DAT) 
5.475 7.7MHz, 8.0MHz, 8.5MHz 
9.7MHz 
10.3MHz 
West Barrier Double Half Turn 8.420 8.0MHz, 8.5MHz, 10.3MHz 
Table 2.4    Location and applied frequency of ICRF antennas on GAMMA 10. There are two sets of 
Type-III antennas, three sets of DHT antennas, and three sets of DAT antennas on GAMMA 10. 
 
Figure 2.7  ci value on GAMMA 10. The resonance layer of 6.36MHz waves exists in the central 
cell, and the resonance layers of 9.7MHz, 9.9MHz, and 10.3MHz exist in the both anchor cells. 
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2.3.2   Anchor Heating for Magneto-Hydro Dynamic (MHD) stabilization 
 
     On GAMMA 10, plasmas are confined by magnetic mirror configuration. In order to confine high 
pressure plasmas stably, it is important to keep the Magneto-Hydro Dynamic (MHD) stabilization. High 
pressure plasmas in the anchor cell is required for MHD stabilization. In standard discharge, 9.9MHz or 
10.3MHz ICRF waves excited Type-III antennas with mode-conversion are used for ion-heating in the 
anchor cell. Figure 2.8 shows the schematic drawing of the contour map of the magnetic field strength in the 
anchor cell on x-z plane (y=0). Figure 2.9 shows the data points of stably maintained diamagnetism of the 
central cell and anchor cell. The magnetic field lines of Rcc=0.18m is also indicated with dashed lines in Fig. 
2.8. Here, Rcc denotes the conversion radius at the midpoint of the central cell (z=0m). In the anchor cell, 
there is closed magnetic surface near the midpoint of the anchor cell. In order to heat ions at the closed 
resonance layer, the frequency of ICRF waves is restricted near 10MHz. From Fig 2.9, it is clear that high 
pressure plasmas in the anchor cell is necessary for keeping high pressure plasmas in the central cell [40, 41, 
42]. 
 
 
Figure 2.8  Schematic drawing of the contour map of the magnetic field strength in the anchor cell. The 
magnetic field lines of Rcc=0.18m is also indicated. 
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Figure 2.9   The data points of diamagnetism of the central cell and anchor cell. 
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2.4   Diagnostics 
 
  On GAMMA10, plasma parameters such as pressure, line-integrated density of electrons, and ion 
temperature are measured.. Figure 2.10 shows the magnetic field strength along the z-axis and the location 
of diagnostics. 
 
 
2.4.1  Measurement Instruments for ICRF Heating 
 
2.4.1.1  Secondary Electron Detector 
     The secondary electron detector (SED) is installed at the midpoint of the anchor cell          . It 
measures the charge-exchanged neutrals, which has the information of the energy at the midpoint of the 
anchor cell. The current value of SED is shown as 
                
  
  
         
 
 
       (2.7) 
where   ,   ,       ,   ,    ,      , and      denote the density of the hydrogen neutral, the density 
of ions, the reaction rate of charge exchange, solid angle, the plasma volume in range of vision of detector, 
the ion energy distribution function, and the secondary electron emission coefficient, respectively. Figure 
2.11 shows the schematic drawing of (a) Secondary Electron Detector (SED) and (b) circuit model of SED, 
and photographs of (c) SED and (d) the target metal. Here, the solid angle of the SED is decided by the 
relationship of the length of collector and the metal target. The SED is set as including the midpoint of the 
anchor cell. If high-speed neutral particle collides with the target plate which is biased in positive voltage, 
the secondary electrons are emitted from the target plate and trapped by the collector plate. The energy in the 
anchor cell is evaluated by the current created by secondary electrons. 
 
 
Figure 2.10   Schematic drawing of the magnetic field strength on z axis and location of diagnostics. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
 
Figure 2.11  Schematic drawing of (a) Secondary Electron Detector (SED) and (b) circuit model of 
SED, and photographs of (c) SED and (d) the target metal. 
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2.4.1.2   Current pick-up coils 
     In order to measure antenna current, single pick-up coils are installed near the ICRF antennas. The 
single coil picks up the oscillating the magnetic flux created by antenna current, according to a Ampere low. 
Figure 2.12 shows the photograph of the current pick-up coil. The single coil is installed at near the antenna 
current as shown in Fig 2.12. It is used for measuring the phase difference of antenna current in the phase 
control experiments, and the antenna loading as shown in following section. 
 
2.4.1.3   Measurement of ICRF power 
     Figure 2.13 shows the circuit model of measurement of ICRF power and antenna loading. In the 
experiments, the input power, the radiated power, and the antenna loading are measured in following method. 
The power output by an oscillator is defined as the forward power, and the power reflected by ICRF antenna 
to the oscillator is defined as the reflected power as shown in Fig. 2.13. 
              (2.8) 
where    ,     , and      denote the input power, the forward power, and the reflected power. The 
forward and reflected power are measured with the directional coupler. The input power is estimated in 
Equation (2.9). The input power includes the absorbed power in the circuit and the radiated power to the 
plasmas. The input power is absorbed with the resistance components. The symbols of      , and         
denote the resistance component of the circuit and plasma, respectively. In order to calculate      , the ICRF 
power are inputted to the circuit without plasmas. This discharge is called the pre-pulse.       is calculated 
from the pre-pulse as Equation (2.9). In the pre-pulse, we can consider that all of the power is absorbed in 
the circuit, because there is no plasma resistance. 
              (2.9) 
 
Figure 2.12    Photograph of the current pick-up coil. The single coil is installed at near the antenna 
current. 
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where       denote the antenna current in circuit measured by the single pick-up coil. The following 
equation shows the method of calculation with plasma. 
              
(2.10) 
             
  
 
 
                    
  
where         denotes the plasma resistance. In Equation (2.10),     ，    ，and       are measured. The 
radiated power is denoted by     . From Equation (2.10), 
         
 
 
          
 . (2.11) 
The ratio of      and     is so-called the antenna loading. The antenna loading is calculated as following. 
                
    
   
 
(2.12)  
    
            
 
 
    
            
 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 2.13  Schematic drawing of the circuit model of ICRF 
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2.4.2  Fundamental Measurement Instruments 
 
2.4.2.1  Diamagnetic loop 
     The diamagnetic loops are installed for measuring pressure of plasmas in the central cell [43]. The 
plasma has a property to remove internal magnetic flux for a diamagnetic effect. Plasma pressure can be 
estimated from the diamagnetic signals. A simple model for estimating the plasma pressure is shown as 
follows. The equation of plasma pressure is described by the ideal MHD equation. 
 
  
  
          (2.13) 
                     
  
             
 
 
                         
(2.14) 
where  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   ,    and n denote mass density, velocity, current, magnetic field strength, plasma 
pressure, the density of ions, the density of electrons, and the density of plasmas, respectively.    and    
are the velocity of ions and electrons respectively. In the steady state condition,       , from Equation 
(2.13), 
           (2.15) 
From the Maxwell's equation of           .    denote the magnetic permeability of vacuum. Equation 
(2.15) is represented as 
     
 
  
      (2.16) 
The right-hand side of equation (2.16) can be described by 
 
 
  
      
 
  
                          
               
   
 
 
(2.17) 
Then equation (2.17) becomes 
    
  
   
  
 
  
  ・    . (2.18) 
In case of the plasma which is long to the z-direction, the right-hand side of Equation (2.18) is neglected and 
        will be arranged. The equation about the pressure equilibrium are 
  
  
   
       . (2.19) 
From equation (2.19), the pressure in a straight cylindrical plasmas is obtains as following. 
  
 
   
   
      (2.20) 
where    and   denote the magnetic field strength in the outside and inside of plasma, respectively. When 
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the plasma pressure is small, the plasma pressure can be obtained approximately. 
  
  ・  
  
 
(2.21) 
        
     Figure 2.14 shows the schematic drawing of diamagnetic loop system in GAMMA 10. The 
diamagnetic loop systems consist a concentric pair of loops to improve the signal/noise ratio as shown in Fig. 
2.9. The noise cancellation method works as follow. The magnetic flux measured by outer and inner loops, 
which are denoted by    and   , are simply written as follows. 
           
        
         
      
(2.22) 
           
        
         
      
where        ,   , and    denote the radii of plasmas, outer loop, and inner loop, respectively. The 
electromotive force generated on the loops is follows. 
     
   
  
          
  
  
         
 
 
  
     
(2.23) 
     
   
  
          
  
  
         
  
  
     
where N denote the number of turns of each coil. In equation (2.23), the first term is the diamagnetic signal 
and the second term is noise signal due to the ripple of the magnetic field. The noise signal can be cancel 
using these concentric loops. The diamagnetic signal can be written as follow. 
           
  
  
        
  
 
  
    
    
    
   (2.24) 
where   denote the ripple-cancelled loop signal. The diamagnetism, shown by  , is obtained from the 
time integration as follow. 
           
      
 
 
     (2.25) 
The substitution of Equation (2.20) into Equation (2.24) yields 
  
  
           
      
  
         
   (2.26) 
     Table 2.5 shows the location of the diamagnetic loops and the number of turns. 
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2.4.2.2   Microwave Interferometer 
     The line-integrated density is measured by the microwave interferometer. Figure 2.15 shows the 
schematic drawing of the interferometer installed in GAMMA 10. An O-mode is used for this measurement, 
because it has no dependence on the magnetic field. The mechanism of microwave interferometer is shown 
as follow. It doesn't depend in the magnetic field. 
       
  
 
  
   
   
 
    
 
  
 (2.27) 
where  ,   ,  ,   ,   , and    denote the relative permittivity of plasma, plasma frequency, frequency 
of microwave, electron density, electron mass, and relative permittivity of vacuum, respectively. When   is 
larger than    enough        with the positive relative permittivity of plasma      , the wave 
length of microwave are written as  
    
  
  
 
   
   
 . (2.28) 
The measurement is performed by determining phase difference between microwave propagating inside and 
outside of plasmas as shown in Figure 2.15 The wave propagating inside the plasma is called as a 
 Location of z axis [m] turns 
DMCC(Diamagnetic loop at Central Cell) -0.33 10 
DMCE(Diamagnetic loop at Central East) -1.5 10 
DMCW(Diamagnetic loop at Central West) 1.5 10 
DMCW2(Diamagnetic loop at Central West2) 1.95 20 
DMEA(Diamagnetic loop at East Anchor) -5.2 20 
DMWA(Diamagnetic loop at West Anchor) 5.2 20 
Table 2.5    The location of the diamagnetic loops and the number of turns 
 
Figure 2.14    The schematic drawing of the diamagnetic loops  
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transmission wave, and the wave propagating only outside the plasma is called a reference wave. Phase 
difference (  ) between the transmission wave and the reference wave is written as, 
         
 
  
 
 
 
   
 
  
 (2.29) 
where   ,   and   denote the wave length of reference wave, the wave length transmission wave, and the 
radii of plasma. The substitution of Equation (2.29) with Equation (2.27) and (2.28) is written as, 
    
  
  
         
 
  
 
  
  
  
       
   
 
       
    
 
  
 
  
   
        
        
 
  
 
(2.30) 
     Table 2.6 shows the location, plasma radius at the measuring location of the microwave interferometer 
systems on GAMMA 10. The microwave in 70GHz is used for measurement, so the limit of density is 
calculated as ~7.8×1019m-3. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.15    Schematic drawing of the microwave interferometer. The red line indicates the 
transmission wave and the black line indicates the reference wave. 
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2.4.2.3   CX-NPA 
     In order to measure the ion temperature, the Charge eXchange Neutral Particle Analyzer (CA-NPA) is 
installed at the anchor cell          . 
2.4.2.4   Electrostatic Probe and Segment Limiter 
   ElectroStatic Probes (ESP) and Segment Limiter are installed at near the midpoint of the central cell 
(z=0.33m). Figure 2.15 shows the schematic drawing of the ESPs and Segment Limiter at the midpoint of 
the central cell (z=0.33m). The circuit models of ESP and Segment limiter are also indicated. These ESPs 
are biased to -200V and can measure the ion saturation current and fluctuations near the edge region. By 
using signals of two ESP, the direction of rotation of density fluctuation can be estimated [44]. 
 Location of z axis [m] Radius of plasmas[m] 
NLEP -9.675 0.108 
NLEB -8.66 0.162 
NLEA -5.2 0.153 
NLCT -2.8 0.081 
NLCC -0.6 0.18 
NLCC-multi 0 0.18 
NLWA 5.2 0.153 
NLWB 8.62 0.162 
NLWP 9.690 0.108 
Table 2.6    Location of microwave system for measuring the line-integrated density and the radius of 
plasmas 
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Figure 2.15  Schematic drawing of the Segment limiter and Electro Static Probes at the midpoint of the 
central cell (z=0.33m). The circuit models of Segment limiter and ESP are also indicated. 
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Chapter 3 
Three dimensional full wave simulation 
 
3.1   Three dimensional full wave simulation 
 
     TASK, which is developed by Prof. Atsushi Fukuyama in Kyoto University, is the one of the most 
developed integrated simulation code, and developing at the large scale experimental devices such as ITER 
and LHD [45]. The results by the integrated simulation code are very important to make of the experimental 
plan, the operation scenario, and so on [26]. TASK/WF is one of the major full wave simulation codes in the 
world, and the part of TASK code. This code solves Maxwell’s equation in cold plasma with three 
dimensional finite elements methods (3D-FEM) including the effect of collision. By using 3D-FEM, the 
wave electric field including the complex magnetic field can be calculated. 
 
3.1.1   Basic Equation 
 
     We calculate the dispersion relation in the static magnetic field. The direction of the static magnetic 
field is selected to z axis. The calculation begins from motion of charged particles in medium. In the 
isotropic medium, charged particles move to same direction of an electric field [46]. 
       (3.1) 
where  ,  , and   denote velocity, mobility, and electric field, respectively. On the contrary, in the 
anisotropic medium, velocity of charged particles needs to be described with mobility tensor as 
       . (3.2) 
So, current flowing in the medium is described with electric conductivity tensor, which is       .  
          
 
       (3.3) 
where  , s,    , and    denote current, particle species, density for species, electric charge for species, 
respectively. Maxwell's equation of plane wave is written in Equation (3.4). 
       
  
  
                   (3.4) 
where  ,  , c,    and      denote wave vector, frequency, speed of light, magnetic permeability in 
vacuum and external current, respectively. The dielectric tensor is described as 
    
 
   
      
     
   
   . (3.5) 
Eq. (3.4) is rewritten with Eq. (3.5) as 
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               . (3.6) 
Wave vector is described as            , and Eq. (3.6) is written with substituting wave vector as 
       
   
      
    
    
  
        
 
     . (3.7) 
Eq. (3.7) is substituted into Eq. (3.4). 
            
  
  
        
 
  
      (3.8) 
where     denote dispersion tensor which defines in Eq. (3.9). In the 
     
      
            
         
    
    
                 
 
 , (3.9) 
refractive index is written by wave vector. 
  
 
 
  (3.10) 
Here, we consider the condition of propagation in medium without external current. Then, 
         (3.11) 
is established. When electric field vector is not zero, refractive index vector needs to be zero as shown in 
         . (3.12) 
When Eq. (3.12) is satisfied, waves can propagate in medium. 
     In order to analyze plasma reaction, we need to solve the equation of motion. The fluid equation is 
given as following. 
   
  
 
 
  
            
     
 
  
     
 
  
     
 
  
                    
 
  
         
(3.13) 
where  ,   ,   ,   ,   ,  ,   , and   denote location of particle, time evolution of density, mass for 
species, velocity for species, pressure tensor, magnetic field strength, frictional force for species, and 
specific heat ratio, respectively. In Equation (3.13), we ignore effects of pressure and collision, because the 
temperature of plasmas is low enough and the frequency of waves is high enough. Equation (3.13) becomes 
   
 
  
   
 
  
                  (3.14) 
where   denotes collision frequency. We assume that the wave amplitude is small enough. The perturbation 
of velocity, electric field strength, and magnetic field strength is introduced as 
                             
                             
(3.15) 
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                    . 
We rewrite Equation (3.14) in liner form with substituting Equation (3.15) as 
      
 
 
               . (3.16) 
We rewrite Eq. (3.16) in ingredient form as 
    
   
   
   
  
 
 
 
   
   
   
  
   
 
  
   
   
 
    
   
   
   
 . (3.17) 
In Eq. (3.17), terms including    are transported to left side as 
 
         
        
       
   
   
   
   
  
 
 
 
   
   
   
 . (3.18) 
We solve Eq. (3.18) about    as 
   
  
  
 
 
 
       
          
 
         
          
  
          
          
 
       
          
  
    
 
 
   . (3.19) 
In Eq. (3.19), tensor of the right term is the mobility tensor. We calculate dielectric tensor with substituting 
into Eq. (3.5) . The dielectric tensor is shown as 
     
     
   
 
    
     
    
   
  (3.20) 
     
       
 
 
   
 
           
 
 
 
   
      
 
             
  
 
 
     
   
 
        
 
 
(3.21) 
where  ,  , and    denote the dielectric tensor, the unit tensor, and the mobility tensor, respectively. S, D, 
and P denote as Eq. (3.21).  
     In the TASK/WF, 
           
  
  
             (3.22) 
is solved by 3D-FEM. In Eq. (3.22),  ,  , c,  ,   , and      denote the electric field, frequency, speed of 
light, the dielectric tensor, permeability, and the external antenna current, respectively. In this calculation, it 
is assumed that there is the cold plasma including collision effects taken in the dielectric tensor. 
        
    
     
  
 
(3.23) 
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where    is defined as shown in Eq. (3.23).     and     denote the cyclotron frequency and the plasma 
frequency for species, respectively. In Eq. (3.23),  ,  ,   ,   ,   ,   , and    denote collision 
frequency, atomic value, electric charge for species, magnetic field strength, mass for species, density for 
species, and permittivity in vacuum, respectively.  
     In the TASK/WF, the effect of the cyclotron damping is written by the collision frequency. In the 
dielectric tensor as shown in Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21), there are the matrix elements becoming the purely 
imaginary number on the resonance layer. Here, we calculate the radiated power and the absorbed power 
based on 
           (3.24) 
where  , and    are the current and the conjugate wave electric field strength. In the case of the radiated 
power, the external current flowing on antenna is substituted in Eq. (3.24). The radiated power is calculated 
by integrating along to elements which are flowed the antenna current, and shown as 
         
   . (3.25) 
The absorbed power of each elements is calculated by using the induced current by the waves. The induced 
current is shown in Eq. (3.3). The absorbed power of elements is shown as 
      
 
 
     
  
 
 
     
    
(3.26) 
where   
  denotes the electric conductivity tensor for species. The wave magnetic field is calculated by 
Faraday's law as 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
            
      
 
 
 
 
  
   
 
  
    
      
 
 
 
 
      
 
  
      . 
(3.27) 
 
3.1.2   Boundary condition 
 
     In TASK/WF, the elements are surrounded by the conducting wall. On the conducting wall, the 
tangential electric field is zero. In case of calculation between the central cell and the anchor cell, the 
collision frequency is selected to be high for preventing reflection of waves at the boundary in the end of the 
z-direction. 
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3.1.3   Introduction of Multi-Processing Code 
 
     In order to calculate more effectively, the multi-processing code is introduced for phase-control 
experiments on GAMMA 10. In this code, MUltifrontal Massively Parallel sparse direct Solver (MUMPS) is 
used for the solver. By using MUMPS, parallel processing by using a multi-core processor is enabled. Figure 
3.1 shows the number of processor dependence of calculation time with the test file for GAMMA 10. The 
decrease of calculation time with the increase number of processer is observed. In the multi-processing code, 
we can calculate the test code, which is needed longer than 20 hours in the old code, shorter than 6 hours 
with twelve processors by using macpro3F in Plasma Research Center at University of Tsukuba. The 
macpro3F has two 6-core Intel Xeon processors (2.93GHz) and 64GB memories.  
 
 
 
3.4  Setup for Wave Analysis of GAMMA 10 experiments 
 
3.4.1  Elements for Phase-control Experiments 
 
     In order to calculate wave propagation in the phase-control experiments, elements are constructed 
between the central cell and the west anchor cell on GAMMA 10, in which length is 10.9m (-3.3≦z≦7.6). 
Figure 3.2 shows the schematic drawing of elements on z-y plane, the location of ICRF antennas, and the 
shape of ICRF antennas in TASK/WF. The element length in radial direction is selected 0.03m at the core 
plasma region (x, y=0~0.24m), and selected to 0.1m at the peripheral region (x, y=0.24~0.5m). The element 
length in axial direction is selected 0.03m in the central cell (-3.3≦z≦2.8), and selected 0.01m in the 
anchor cell (2.8≦z≦7.6) in order to calculate wave propagation in detail. 
 
Figure 3.1   Number of processors dependence of the calculation time with test program for GAMMA 
10. The decrease of the calculation time is observed. 
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3.4.2   Profiles of Parameters for Wave Analysis 
 
3.4.2.1   Magnetic Field Strength 
     The magnetic field strength is determined from experimental setting up. The magnetic field strength is 
0.41T at the midplane of the central cell, and 0.6T at the midpoint of the anchor cell. Figure 4.3 shows the 
profile of magnetic field strength on (a) z-x plane, (b) z-y plane, and (c) z axis between the central cell and 
the west anchor cell (-3.3≦z≦7.6) in TASK/WF. The red lines, which are magnetic field lines of the 
Rcc=0.18m, indicate the plasma region. It is clear that the closed magnetic field strength layer exists in the 
anchor cell. 
 
Figure 3.2   Schematic drawing of elements on z-y plane, the location of ICRF antennas, and the shape 
of ICRF antennas in wave analysis. 
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3.4.2.2  Electron Density 
     The profile of density is determinded from results of experiments. Figure 3.4 shows the profile of 
density on (a) z-x plane, (b) z-y plane, and (c) z axis between the central cell and the west anchor cell (-3.3
≦z≦7.6) in TASK/WF, when the top of core density is 2.0×1018m-3. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3  Profile of magnetic field strength on (a) z-x plane, (b) z-y plane, and (c) z axis between the 
central cell and the west anchor cell (-3.3≦z≦7.6) in TASK/WF 
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     The profile of density in radial direction in TASK/WF is determined from results of experiments. 
Figure 3.5 shows the typical time evolution of (a) ICRF power and (b) line-integrate density at the central 
cell (z=-0.6m), the throat  (z=-2.8m), and the east anchor cell (z=-5.2m) of the phase control experiments 
with Type-III (East) and EAI-DAT antennas. RF power from EAI-DAT antenna with 9.9MHz is inputted 
from 200 to 240ms. The increasing of line-integrated density during inputting RF power is observed. The 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4 The profile of density on (a) z-x plane, and (b) z-y plane, (c) z axis between the central cell and 
the west anchor cell in TASK/WF 
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line-integrated density at the central cell is ~5×1013cm-2 without RF3, and ~6×1013cm-2 with RF3. The 
radial profile of electron density at the central cell (z=-0.6m) is measured by microwave reflectmeter. Figure 
3.6 shows (a) the radial profile of electron density measured in phase-control experiments, and (b) the radial 
profile of the normalized density. From Fig. 4.6(a), electron density at the midpoint of the central cell is 
indicated near 2.0×1018m-3 at 120, 150 and 200ms, and ~3.0×1018m-3 at 220ms. In order to investigate the 
shape of the radial profile, profiles are standardized by the electron density at the midpoint. According to the 
Fig. 3.6(b), it is observed that changes of radial profile is small. The radial profile of the density in 
TASK/WF is decided as green lines indicating in Fig 4.6(b).  
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 3.5  Time dependence of ICRF power and (b)Line-integrate density at the central cell(z=-0.6m), 
the throat (z=-2.8m), and the east anchor cell(z=-5.2m). 
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3.4.2.3   Antenna current 
     In the experiments, Type-III in the central cell, WAI-DAT, and WAO-DAT antennas in the anchor cell 
are used for excitation of ICRF waves. Figure 3.7 shows the schematic drawing of (a)Type-III, (b)WAI-DAT, 
and (c)WAO-DAT antennas. The direction of antenna current is also indicated. Antennas strongly couple to 
the waves which have the structure of m=±1 in the azimuthal direction because of their antenna current. 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 3.7  Schematic drawing of (a)Type-III, (b)WAI-DAT, and (c)WAO-DAT antenna. The direction 
of antenna current is also indicated. 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 3.6  (a)Radial profile of electron density measured in phase-control experiments, and (b)radial 
profile of the normalized density 
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Chapter 4 
Experimental Observation of Antenna Modification 
 
4.1   Antenna Loading of Anchor ICRF Antenna 
 
     In the standard discharge, the ion-heating in the anchor cell is performed by ICRF waves excited by 
Type-III antennas at the both ends of the central cell with mode-conversion of fast wave to slow wave. In 
order to heat ions efficiently in the anchor cell independently, the direct ion-heating in the anchor cell had 
been introduced by using straight Bar-type antenna in the anchor cell and performed stabilization effect of 
the whole plasma had been confirmed [47]. However it had been observed that the antenna loading of 
Bar-type is small. In order to improve antenna loading, the shape dependence of antenna loading resistance 
was calculated by TASK/WF. In the calculation, the antenna loading resistance is calculated in cases of three 
types of antennas; one is the Bar-type which is straight shape. The other is a half elliptical shape antenna 
which is so-colled Single Arc Type (SAT) antenna. The other is a elliptical shape antenna surrounding 
magnetic flux tubes, which is so-called and Double Arc Type (DAT) antenna. Figure 4.1 shows the 
schematic drawing of the elements and antennas in the numerical simulation. (a)Bar-type antenna, (b)SAT 
antenna, and (c)DAT antenna are indicated. Figure 4.2 shows the frequency and density dependence of the 
antenna loading resistance of Bar-type antenna, SAT antenna, and DAT antenna. In this calculation, the 
plasma parameters are determined as following; core density is 1.0, 2.0, 5.0×1018m-3, and peripheral density 
is 1.0×1017m-3. The antenna location is z=5.475m, which is 0.275m from the midpoint of the anchor cell. 
The closed resonance layer of 9.3~10.5MHz ICRF waves exists in the plasma region. By the closed 
resonance layer and the profile of density, the peak values are indicated near 10MHz. According to this 
calculation, it is clearly observed that the antenna loading resistance increases from Bar-type antenna to SAT 
antenna, and from SAT antenna to DAT antenna. In case of change antenna from Bar-type antenna to SAT 
antenna, the increase of antenna loading resistance is observed by fitting the shape of the plasma cross 
section at the location of the anchor antenna. In case of antenna change from SAT antenna to DAT antenna, 
the increase of antenna loading may be caused by fitting antenna with plasma shape. The fragment of DAT 
antenna is twice large than that of SAT antenna. It is observed that the increase antenna loading resistance is 
performed by changing antenna shape from Bar-type antenna to DAT antenna. The density dependence of 
antenna loading resistance is small [35]. 
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     In order to investigate improvement of antenna loading in the experiments, the antenna loading and 
SED signal are measured in cases of Bar-type and DAT antennas. Figure 4.3 shows the power dependence of 
(a) the antenna loading, and (b) the normalized SED signal in the anchor cell. In these experiments, 9.7MHz 
ICRF waves are excited by Bar-type or DAT antennas. The anchor antenna exists in the east and west anchor 
cell. From Fig. 4.3 (a), the antenna loading of the Bar-type antenna is less than ~0.2, and the that of the DAT 
antenna is more than 0.5. It is clearly observed that the more than three times increase of antenna loading. 
The decrease of the antenna loading at the large input power appears. It is considered as the one reason that 
the high voltage is applied on the anchor antenna, so plasma near the antenna is repelled. According to Fig. 
4.3 (b), the more increase of SED signal is observed in the direct anchor heating experiments with 9.7MHz 
waves. 9.7MHz waves are only excited by the anchor antenna, so it is considered that the increase of SED 
signal is caused by the 9.7MHz waves from the anchor antennas. By changing the anchor antenna from 
Bar-type antenna to DAT antenna, the more effective ion-heating in the anchor cell is achieved. [36]. 
 
Figure 4.2  The frequency and density dependence of the antenna loading resistance of Bar-type antenna, 
Single Arc Type antenna, and Double Arc Type antenna by TASK/WF 
 
Figure 4.1  Schematic drawing of the elements at the location of antennas, (a)Bar-type antenna, (b)Single 
Arc Type antenna, and(c)Double Arc Type antenna in the numerical simulation 
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4.2.2   Frequency Dependence of Anchor Heating 
 
    In order to investigate most suitable frequency for enhancement of ion-heating in the anchor cell with 
ICRF antennas in the anchor cell, the frequency dependence is observed in the experiments. In these 
experiments, 8.0, 9.7, and 10.3MHz waves are excited by WAO-DAT antenna, which is installed at 
z=5.475m. Figure 4.4 shows (a) the schematic drawing of magnetic field lines, (b) the magnetic field 
strength, and (c) the value of ci of 8.0, 9.7, and 10.3MHz waves from the central cell to the west anchor 
cell. 8.0MHz waves have the resonance layer only at the end of the central cell. 9.7MHz waves have the 
resonance layer at the anchor cell and the end of the central cell as shown in Fig. 4.4(c). 10.3MHz waves 
have the resonance layer at same as 9.7MHz waves, in addition to this, wave interference occurs because 
10.3MHz waves are also excited by Type-III antennas for the ion-heating in the anchor cell. Figure 4.5 
shows the input power dependence of (a) the normalized SED signal and (b) the line-integrated density in 
the central cell using 8.0, 9.7, 10.3MHz waves excited by WAO-DAT antenna. In case of exciting 10.3MHz 
waves, there are two conditions. The orange markers indicates the power dependence, on the other hand, the 
black squares indicates the phase dependence of which conditions are shown in following chapter, 
respectively. On the contrary, there is no resonance layer of 8.0MHz waves in the anchor cell. From Fig. 4.4, 
it is clearly observed that the enhancement of ion-heating in the anchor cell is performed in the case of 
exciting 9.7MHz or 10.3MHz waves, and the increase of line-integrated density in the central cell is 
performed in case of 9.7MHz waves and 10.3MHz waves with phase-control. In the case of 8.0MHz waves 
and 10.3MHz waves with phase-control, there are conditions that plasmas cannot be kept with increase 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 4.3  The power dependence of (a) the antenna loading of the anchor antenna, and (b) the 
normalized SED signal in the anchor cell. The 9.7MHz ICRF waves are used for these anchor heating 
experiments. 
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power. In the case of 8.0MHz waves, magnetic field lines at the ends of the central cell has bad curvature as 
shown in Fig. 4.4(a). 8.0MHz waves propagate to the end of the central cell without absorption, because 
there are no resonance layers of 8.0MHz waves in the anchor cell. In the case of 10.3MHz waves with 
phase-control, there may be conditions which are decreasing ion-heating in the anchor cell by results of 
wave influence. 
 
Here, we consider the conditions that plasmas cannot be kept with increase power in cases of using 8.0MHz 
waves and 10.3MHz with phase control. It is considered as a one of the reason about plasmas cannot be kept 
with increase power in cases of using 8.0MHz waves that MHD stability decreases by heating at the end of 
the central cell because there are bad curvature magnetic field strength at the resonance layer of 8.0MHz 
waves. Because the resonance layer of 8.0MHz don't exist in the anchor cell, 8.0MHz waves propagates to 
the end of the central cell without absorbing in the anchor cell. In order to investigate propagating 8.0MHz 
waves, the absorbed power of ICRF waves at the end of the central cell is calculated by TASK/WF. Figure 
4.5 shows the frequency dependence of the normalized absorbed power at the end of the central cell in the 
cases of WAO-DAT and WAI-DAT antenna. In this calculation, waves are excited by WAO-DAT or 
WAI-DAT antenna in the anchor cell with same input power, and the core density of the central cell is 
determined as 2.0×1018m-3. The resonance layers of 8.0, 9.7, 10.3MHz exist at the end of the central cell. It 
is clearly observed that 8.0MHz and 9.0MHz waves, which have no resonance layer in the anchor cell, heats 
more strongly than waves which have resonance layer in the anchor cell. Figure 4.6 shows the time 
evolution of FFT amplitude of ESP ch4 installed at the central cell (a) in the case of input power of ~15kW, 
and (b) input power of ~70kW, (c) Power spectrum of FFT of ESPs and (d) phase-dependence of two ESPs 
of which phase difference is 45-degree when 8.0MHz waves are excited by WAO-DAT antenna are shown. 
ESPs are installed in the central cell as shown in Fig. 2.15. From Fig 4.6(a) and (b), it is observed that the 
instability of ~4kHz appears during 8.0MHz waves. The rotation direction of this instability is measured by 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 4.4  Power dependence of (a) the normalized SED signal and (b) the line-integrated density in 
the central cell using 8.0, 9.7, 10.3MHz waves excited by WAO-DAT antenna. 
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ESP ch3 and ch4. From Fig. 4.6(c) and (d), the phase difference of this instability is observed as near 
60-degree. The difference between ESP ch3 and ch4 is 45-degree. It is calculated that this density fluctuation 
has left-hand rotation, and mode -1 and -2. By these results, this instability is considered to be a flute type 
instability. According to these results in the numerical simulation and the experiments, it is clearly observed 
that the decrease of the MHD stability is one of the reason. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5  Frequency dependence of the normalized absorbed power at the end of the central cell (1.9 
< z < 2.3) in the cases of WAO-DAT antenna, and WAI-DAT antenna. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
Figure 4.6  Time evolution of FFT amplitude of ESP ch4 installed at the central cell (a) in case of 
inputting power of ~15kW, and (b) inputting power of ~70kW. The frequency dependence of (c) FFT 
amplitude of ESP ch4 and (d) phase-dependence of ESP ch4 from ESP ch3 when 8.0MHz waves are 
excited by WAO-DAT antenna. 
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Chapter 5 
Effective Heating with Phase-Control Experiments 
 
     According to Chapter 4, it is clearly observed that the more enhancement of ion-heating in the anchor 
cell is performed by phase-control experiments between two antennas. In order to perform enhancement of 
ion-heating in the anchor cell, the propagation and absorption of ICRF waves in phase-control experiments 
on GAMMA 10 are analyzed in this chapter. 
 
5.1   Concept of phase-control experiments 
 
     In order to control the wave propagation, phase-control experiments between RF waves from two 
antennas are performed [24]. Figure 5.1 shows the schematic drawing of phase control experiments in a 
simple model. In the model on cylindrical plasma, two antennas exist along the magnetic field. The direction 
of wave propagation is evaluated from Equation 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. In these equations,   ,   ,   ,   ,  ,   , 
and d, denote input power from antennas, power at left side of both antennas, power between both antennas, 
power to the right side of both antennas, phase difference of antenna current, wave number, and distance 
between both antennas, respectively. It is clearly observed that the direction of wave propagation can be 
control by phase difference of antenna current, wave number, and distance between both antennas.  
 
 
  
  
                (5.1) 
  
  
                     (5.2) 
  
  
                (5.3) 
 
Figure 5.1  Schematic drawing of phase-control experiments in simple model 
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5.2  Phase-control experiments on GAMMA 10 
 
     On GAMMA 10, phase-control experiments are introduced by using Type-III, EAI-DAT, WAI-DAT, 
and WAO-DAT antennas, and have three conditions [48, 49]. Figure 5.2 shows the schematic drawing of 
phase-control experiments in case of (a) Type-III (East) and EAI-DAT antennas with 9.9MHz waves in the 
east side, and (b) Type-III (West) and WAI-DAT or WAO-DAT antennas with 10.3MHz waves in the west 
side. There are two types of relationship about location of antennas and the resonance layer in the anchor 
cell. In cases of (a) Type-III (East) and EAI-DAT antennas with 9.9MHz waves in the east side, and (b) 
Type-III (West) and WAI-DAT antennas with 10.3MHz waves, the resonance layer in the anchor cell is 
located outside of both antennas. The distance of two antennas is 2.7m in length. On the contrary, in case of 
the Type-III (West) and WAO-DAT antennas with 10.3MHz waves in the west side, the resonance layer in 
the anchor cell is located between both antennas. The distance of two antennas is 3.3m in length. 
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5.3   Anchor Heating in Phase-control Experiments 
 
     In order to control and enhance ion-heating in the anchor cell, the phase-control experiments are 
performed in three conditions. In these experiments, effects of wave propagation in the anchor cell is 
measured by SED signal installed in the anchor cell, because we are considering that SED signal shows the 
heating effect of ICRF waves. ICRF waves near 10.0MHz are used for ion-heating and plasma production. 
The signal of SED includes the information of charge exchange neutrals and emissions from the plasmas. 
     In this experiments, Type-III antenna at the east side of the central cell (z=-2.2m) and EAI-DAT 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 5.2  Schematic drawing of phase-control experiments in case of (a) Type-III (East) and EAI-DAT 
antennas with 9.9MHz waves in the east side, and (b) Type-III (West) and WAI-DAT or WAO-DAT 
antennas with 10.3MHz waves in the west side. 
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antenna (z=-4.93m) are used with 9.9MHz ICRF waves. The distance between both antennas is about 2.73m. 
Figure 5.3 shows the temporal evolution of (a) Diamagnetism in the central cell, (b) Line-integrated density 
in the central cell, (c) SED signal in the east anchor cell, and (d) Phase-difference of antenna current 
between Type-III (East) and EAI-DAT antennas. The blue mask indicates the injection period of RF power 
from EAI-DAT antenna.  
 
In this experiments, Type-III antenna at the west side of the central cell (z=2.2m) and WAI-DAT antenna 
(z=4.93m) are used with 10.3MHz ICRF waves. The distance between both antennas is about 2.73m. Figure 
5.4 shows the temporal evolution of (a) Diamagnetism in the central cell, (b) Line-integrated density in the 
central cell, (c) SED signal in the west anchor cell, and (d) Phase-difference of antenna current between 
Type-III (East) and WAI-DAT antennas. The blue mask indicates the injection period of RF power from 
WAI-DAT antenna. 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
Figure 5.3   Temporal evolution of (a)Diamagnetism in the central cell, (b)Line-integrated density in the 
central cell, (c) SED signal in the east anchor cell, and Phase-difference of antenna current between 
Type-III (East) and EAI-DAT antennas. The blue mask indicates the injection time of RF power from 
WAI-DAT antenna. 
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In this experiments, Type-III antenna at the west side of the central cell (z=2.2m) and WAO-DAT antenna 
(z=5.47m) are used with 10.3MHz ICRF waves. The distance between both antennas is about 3.27m. Figure 
5.5 shows the temporal evolution of (a) Diamagnetism in the central cell, (b) Line-integrated density in the 
central cell, (c) SED signal in the west anchor cell, and (d) Phase-difference of antenna current between 
Type-III (West) and WAO-DAT antennas. The blue mask indicates the injection period of RF power from 
WAO-DAT antenna. 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
Figure 5.4   Temporal evolution of (a) Diamagnetism in the central cell, (b) Line-integrated density in the 
central cell, (c) SED signal in the west anchor cell, and (d) Phase-difference of antenna current between 
Type-III (West) and WAI-DAT antennas. The blue mask indicates the injection time of RF power from 
WAI-DAT antenna. 
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     The increase of line-integrated density in the central cell and SED signal in the east anchor cell are 
observed in the each cases of the phase control experiments. The phase difference of antenna current is 
measured by the single pick-up coil installed near the Type-III antennas and the anchor antennas as shown in 
Fig. 5.3(d), Fig. 5.4(d), and Fig. 5.5(d). It is observed in the experiments that plasmas can't keep by changing 
phase difference of antenna current. It is considered that the decrease of anchor heating by wave inference in 
phase control experiments is the one of the reason. The drop of the diamagnetism in the central cell appears 
in the phase control experiments. It is considered as a one of the reason that the ion heating at the central cell 
by DHT antennas with 6.36MHz waves decreases by shifting of the resonance layer by the diamagnetic 
effect by the increase of the density in the central cell [35]. 
 
  
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
Figure 5.5  Temporal evolution of (a)Diamagnetism in the central cell, (b)Line-integrated density in the 
central cell, (c) SED signal in the west anchor cell, and (d) Phase-difference of antenna current between 
Type-III (West) and WAO-DAT antennas. The blue mask indicates the injection time of RF power from 
WAI-DAT antenna. 
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5.4   Wave Propagation in Phase-control Experiments 
 
     Figure 5.6 shows the phase difference dependence of (a) the normalized line integrated density and the 
diamagnetism in the central cell and (b) the normalized line integrated density and SED signal in the anchor 
cell in cases of Type-III (East) and EAI-DAT antennas. Figure 5.6 (c) and (d) show those in case of Type-III 
(West) and WAI-DAT antennas. Figure 5.6(e) and (f) show those in case of Type-III (West) and WAO-DAT 
antennas. The parameters in the central cell such as the diamagnetism and the line-integrated density are 
shown in left side, on the other hand, these in anchor cell such as the SED signal and the line-integrated 
density are shown in the right side, respectively. From Fig. 5.6(b) and (d), it is observed that the increase of 
SED signal is performed near =90 in cases of Type-III (East) and EAI-DAT antennas and Type-III (West) 
and WAI-DAT antennas. From Fig. 5.6(f), that is performed near =0 in the case of Type-III (West) and 
WAO-DAT antennas. The difference of the phase difference of the increase of SED signal in case of Fig. 
5.6(d) and (f) is =90. It is considered that this difference is caused by the configuration between two 
antennas and the resonance layer and the difference of antenna current of WAI-DAT antenna and WAO-DAT 
antenna. From this results, it becomes clear that the enhancement of ion-heating and producing plasmas in 
the anchor cell is performed when ICRF waves propagate to the anchor cell. The increase of line-integrated 
density in the anchor cell as shown in Fig. 5.6(b) is larger than that in Fig. 5.6(d). In case of Fig. 5.6(b), 
9.9MHz waves are used for phase control experiments. It is considered as a one of the reason that the 
resonance layer of 9.9MHz waves exists near the midpoint of the anchor cell than that of 10.3MHz waves, 
so the density at the resonance layer of 9.9MHz wave is larger than that of 10.3MHz waves. And it is also 
clearly observed that the phase difference dependence of the line-integrated density in the anchor cell is 
same as the SED signal. The phase difference dependence of the line-integrated density in the central cell is 
also same as that in the anchor cell. This effect may be caused by enhancement of confinement plasmas by 
enhancement of ion-heating in the anchor cell. The increase of SED signal in the case of Type-III and 
WAI-DAT antennas is larger than that in the case of Type-III and WAO-DAT antennas.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
(e) 
 
(f) 
 
Figure 5.6   Phase difference dependence of the normalized line integrated density and the 
diamagnetism in the central cell in case of (a) Type-III (East) and EAI-DAT antennas, (c) Type-III (West) 
and WAI-DAT antennas, and (e) Type-III (West) and WAO-DAT antennas, and the normalized line 
integrated density and SED signal in the anchor cell in case of (b) Type-III (East) and EAI-DAT antennas, 
(d) Type-III (West) and WAI-DAT antennas, and (f) Type-III (West) and WAO-DAT antennas. 
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5.5   Producing High Density Plasmas with Phase-control 
 
     In phase control experiments, the increase line-density with the additional gas puffing is performed. In 
this experiments, the additional gas is injected to plasmas from GP#1a at the east side or GP#2a at the west 
side during RF waves from the anchor ICRF antenna. Figure 5.7 shows (a) typical time evolution of the 
line-integrated density in the east anchor cell, and (b) the pressure of additional gas dependence of the 
line-integrated density in the east anchor cell in the phase control experiments with Type-III antenna in the 
east side and EAI-DAT antenna. In the Fig. 5.7(a), the yellow mesh indicates the period during RF power by 
EAI-DAT antenna. The increase line-integrated density in the east anchor cell is observed with the increase 
of the additional gas. 
 
  
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 5.7  (a) Typical time evolution of the line-integrated density in the east anchor cell, and (b) the 
pressure of additional gas dependence of the line-integrated density in the east anchor cell in the east side 
phase control experiments 
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Chapter 6 
Wave Analysis by TASK/WF 
 
     In order to analyze the wave propagation in the phase-control experiments, TASK/WF code is used for 
the calculation of the absorbed powers as a function of the phase difference between two antennas 
 
6.1   Typical Excited Waves for Anchor Heating 
 
     In the numerical simulation, electron density is determined 2.0×1018m-3 at the midpoint of the central 
cell and the west anchor cell, and 1.2×1018m-3 at the midpoint of the mirror throat of the central cell as 
shown in Chapter 3. Figure 6.1 shows the contour map of the absorbed power of ions in the simulation of the 
phase control experiments in the case of Type-III and WAI-DAT antennas with 10.3MHz waves. The phase 
difference of Type-III and WAI-DAT antenna is selected as the enhancement of ion-heating in the anchor cell. 
In Fig. 6.1, the red lines are indicated the plasma region. The absorbed power is calculated as shown in Eq. 
(3.26) in TASK/WF. It is clearly observed that the closed resonance layer exists in the anchor cell. 
 
 
  
 
Figure 6.1   The contour map of the absorbed power of ions in the simulation of the phase control 
experiments in the case of Type-III and WAI-DAT antennas. It is clearly observed that the closed 
resonance layer exists in the anchor cell. 
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6.2   Simulation of Phase Control Experiments by GAMMA 10 Configuration 
 
6.2.1   Effect of relative location of ICRF antennas and the resonance layer 
 
     Figure 6.2 shows the phase difference dependence of the absorbed power at the plasma region 
(Rcc=0~0.18m) of the central cell (-2.8<z<2.8m), and the anchor cell (4.4<z<6.0m) in case of (a) Type-III 
(West) antenna and WAI-DAT antennas, and (b) Type-III (West) antenna and WAO-DAT antennas using 
10.3MHz ICRF waves and 2.0×10
18
m
-3
 core density. In this calculation, ICRF waves are excited with 
10.3MHz from Type-III antenna and WAI-DAT or WAO-DAT antenna with phase controlling. In the Fig.6.2 
the phase difference is determined based on the Type-III antenna. The resonance layer of 10.3MHz waves in 
the west anchor cell exists at the right side of both antennas in the case of Type-III (West) antenna and 
WAI-DAT antennas, in contrast, between both antennas in the case of Type-III (West) antenna and 
WAO-DAT antennas. Here, in TASK/WF, plasmas are assumed as for the steady state, and the cold model 
including collision effects, so the absolute value of the absorbed power cannot be found and the effects by 
plasma temperature cannot be calculated exactly. However, in the previous research, the slow wave is 
absorbed approximately completely at the resonance layer with the gently sloping magnetic gradient [50, 51, 
52]. From the absorbed power in the central cell and the anchor cell, the amount of change in case of 
Type-III and WAI-DAT antenna as shown in Fig. 6.2(a) is larger than that in case of Type-III and WAO-DAT 
antenna as shown in Fig. 6.2(b). In this calculation, it is selected as the absorbed power by the cyclotron 
damping is larger than that by the collision damping. In this condition, it is considered as a one of the reason 
for the small change of the absorbed power in Fig. 6.2(b) that the decrease of ICRF waves for wave 
inference by existing the resonance layer of 10.3MHz between two antenna. 
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We consider the phase difference dependence of the absorbed power in the phase control experiment. From 
Fig 6.2, in this condition, it is observed that the increase of the absorbed power at the anchor cell is 
performed at =45~90 in case of Type-III and WAI-DAT antennas, and at =-45~0 in case of Type-III and 
WAO-DAT antennas, and the increase of the absorbed power in the central cell is performed in the different 
phase difference in both cases of WAI-DAT and WAO-DAT antennas.  
     By using the results of the experiments as shown in Fig. 5.6 and the those of the numerical simulation 
as shown in Fig. 6.2, the effects of ion heating in the anchor cell are discussed. The phase difference of 
Type-III antenna and WAI-DAT or WAO-DAT antenna is measured in the experiments and selected in the 
numerical simulation as same value. The change of the absorbed power is measured as the change of SED 
signal in the experiments. The SED signal in Fig. 5.6(d) and the absorbed power at the anchor cell in Fig. 
6.2(a), which are shown in the case of Type-III and WAI-DAT antennas, become large at the same phase 
difference near =90. On the other hand, The SED signal in Fig. 5.6(f) and the absorbed power at the anchor 
cell in Fig. 6.2(b), which are shown in the case of Type-III and WAO-DAT antennas, becomes large at the 
same phase difference near =0. It becomes clear that the enhancement of ion-heating in the anchor cell is 
performed with wave propagation in the anchor cell. On the other hand, the increase of line-integrated 
density in the central cell and that in the anchor cell is performed at same phase-difference in the 
experiments. However, the increase of the absorbed power in the central cell is performed at =-180 in the 
case of Type-III (West) and WAI-DAT antennas. From these results, it is considering that the increase of the 
line-integrated density in the central cell is performed by the enhancement of the ion-heating in the anchor 
cell. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 6.2  Phase difference dependence of the absorbed power at the plasma region (Rcc=0~0.18m) of 
the central cell (-2.8<z<2.8m), and the anchor cell (4.4<z<6.0m) in case of (a) Type-III (West) antenna 
and WAI-DAT antennas, and (b) Type-III (West) antenna and WAO-DAT antennas using 10.3MHz ICRF 
waves and 2.0×10
18
m
-3
 core density. 
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6.2.2   Density dependence of Phase Control Experiments 
 
     It is important to evaluate density dependence of increase ion-heating, because wave number has 
density dependence. In order to investigate about the density dependence, the phase difference dependence 
of the absorbed power at the central cell and the anchor cell is calculated in case of Type-III and WAI-DAT 
antenna. In case of Type-III and WAI-DAT, the resonance layer don't exist between two antennas, so the 
effects of wave influence is not affected by the resonance layer in the anchor cell. Figure 6.3 shows the 
phase difference and density dependence of the absorbed power (a) at the central cell (-2.8<z<2.8m) and (b) 
the anchor cell (4.4<z<6.0m), in case of Type-III (West) antenna and WAI-DAT antennas. The profile of 
electron density and the magnetic field strength is fixed in this calculation. From Fig. 6.3(a) and (b), it is 
observed that the phase-difference of increase the absorbing power is shifted to large value of 
phase-difference at left side of both antennas, on the other hand, that is shifted to small value at right side of 
both antennas. The direction of shifting of the phase difference with the increase of the electron density is 
same direction in simple model as shown in Eqs. (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3). According to the simple model, the 
phase difference of the increase of the absorbed power at the left side of both antennas, where the central cell 
is same location in the experiments, is shifted to large value of phase-difference with the increase of the 
wave number, on the other hand, that at the right side of both antennas, where the anchor cell is same 
location in the experiments, is shifted to small value of the phase-difference. According to these results, it is 
indicated that the density between antennas is important parameters in phase control experiments, however, 
it becomes clear that the density dependence of the phase difference of the increase absorbed power is small 
in these condition. 
 
 
  
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 6.3  Phase difference and density dependence of the absorbed power (a) at the central cell 
(-2.8<z<2.8m) and (b) the anchor cell (4.4<z<6.0m), which includes the anchor cell, in case of Type-III 
(West) antenna and WAI-DAT antennas. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
 
     In the GAMMA 10 tandem mirror, it has been demonstrated that high beta plasma production in the 
anchor cell with minimum-B configuration is important to keep MHD stability of whole plasmas.  
     In order to control the ICRF produced plasmas effectively in the anchor cell, the dependence of the 
antenna configuration and the applied frequency on the antenna loading resistance are calculated with three 
dimensional full wave code; TASK/WF. It has been evaluated that the shape of the antenna and the applied 
frequency affect the antenna loading strongly. Double Arc Type (DAT) antennas which are designed to be 
along the shape of the plasma cross section have been newly installed in the anchor cell. In the numerical 
simulation, the increase of the antenna loading resistance more than three times is indicated by changing 
DAT antenna from Bar-type antenna. The increase of the antenna loading more than three times has been 
confirmed also in the experiments. 
     Two DAT antennas are installed on both sides of the midplane of the west anchor cell. In the case of 
the inside antenna near the central cell, the cyclotron resonance layer exists in the right side of both central 
and anchor antennas. On the other hand, the resonance layer exists between both antennas in the case of the 
outside antenna near the end region. In order to optimize the ion heating in the anchor cell, the phase control 
experiments between two antennas installed in the anchor and central cells have been introduced. The 
enhancement of the ion heating in the anchor cell and the increase of the density in the anchor and central 
cells are clearly observed depending on the phase difference between two antennas. It is shown in the 
experiments that the optimum phase difference is almost 90 degrees different value. It is also shown in the 
experiments that the anchor heating by 9.9MHz waves is performed more effectively than that of 10.3MHz 
waves. 
     In order to interpret the experimental results, the absorbed powers on the resonance layer in the phase 
control experiments are calculated with TASK/WF code. In both anchor antenna cases, the absorbed power 
depends on the phase difference between two antennas. It is clearly obtained that the phase difference at the 
maximum absorbed power is that on the optimum condition in the experiments. 
     According to the results of the anchor heating experiments and the numerical simulation, it is 
observed that the increase of the antenna loading and the enhancement of anchor heating by phase control 
between two antennas are achieved. The enhancement of the antenna loading and the optimization of the 
phase difference between two antennas will be essential for the increase of the plasma performance for the 
tandem mirror experiments such as the divertor simulation. 
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